
Bid CSP delivery area For Summary OPCC cost Match fund

NLC Hull, NLC, NELC, ERYC Bleed Kits To support the night time economy by providing 

bleed kits to venue’s to be able to use them while 

waiting for help from Emergency Services.  Provide 

lightweight bleed kits to stop injuries from being life 

threatening and reduce risk of homicides. Support the 

serious violence duty to reduce non-domestic 

homicides. 

£33,750 £14,000

NLC Hull, NLC, NELC, ERYC Humber Watch Rebranding and uniform literature across the four 

areas with new national up to date branding including 

PCC logo.  Joint promotion of seasonal crime projects 

with one theme decided and implemented at each 

quarterly meeting.  A force wide plan for National 

Neighbourhood Watch week and an annual event 

with the opportunity for each CSP to consult and 

reflect on the community voice. 

£5,000 £5,000

NLC Hull, NLC, NELC, ERYC LSAVI lisencing approach
Raise standards across licensing industry and thus 

provide a safe and crime free environment. 

Developed at request of home office, backed by 

National police chief council.  Provides definitive info 

on effective management practices and op security. 

Puts customer safety first.

£10,000 £0

NLC NLC Safer nights for NTE and Launch Safer nights , Combat ASB, exploitation and 

vulnerability, Tackle NTE, reduce ASB support healthy 

happy, NTE. Work collaboratively with partners to 

prevent sexual harm and BYE

Reduce effects of alcohol and drugs on NTE inc

VAWG

£30,736 £10,500



Hull Hull, NLC, NELC, ERYC Modern Day Slavery Coordinate network of agencies across region, tackle 

modern slavery and human trafficking. 

Victim focused approach. Improved identification and 

support. Make Hostile environment for perps.

16,384 £0

Hull Hull Student Safety and NTE pub watch Prevent, reduce VAWG, SV and Inquisitive crime 

incidents. Build upon work to reduce VAWG and SV 

through targeted work. Secure items / equipment. 

Safer Hull packs re crime prevention and student 

safety at student week. 

Equipment for Pub Watch metal detector / wands and 

radios.

15,771 £0

NELC Hull, NL and NELC Domestic Homicide and suicide training Reduce incidents of DA and reduce deaths of 

vulnerable people living in abusive relationships. Dr 

Monckton Smith’s online Training package for 

professionals in DA and Domestic homicide review 

panels. DHRs are increasing, 5 underway in NEL. 

Training includes eight stages sequence of events 

before homicide takes place, including coercive 

control and stalking.

£2,400 £4,320

NELC NELC Street Marhsall in NTE
Early intervention and safeguarding during NTE 

Christmas in Cleethorpes. Supervisory role at taxi 

ranks and take aways. Work with Pubwatch. Reduce 

crime/anti-social behaviour. Visitors will feel safe.

£1,925 £0

ERYC ERYC Graffiti hot spot project Melton underpass – mural, and then covered in anti 

graff paint. Link with local school to design mural. 

Hessle Foreshore – Mural, local artist and young 

people. Beverley Beck – Mural by professional artist. 

Coated in anti graff paint. 

£15,000 £2,120



Hull Hull, NLC, NELC, ERYC Welfare and Vulnerability engagement (WAVE) Training package that incorporates the Ask for Angela 

scheme, supports evening and night time economy. 

Training package that aims to increase the skills 

knowledge and confidence of those working in the 

public sector. 

£13,750 £0

NELC NLC, NELC Country Watch 
Create a Northern Lincolnshire Country Watch tactical 

operational group which will ultimately cover all rural 

areas across Northern Lincolnshire.

£6,000 £19,000

NLC NLC Neighbourhood watch and volunteer 
The project would look to bring these groups together 

for a training day to optimise the opportunity to 

reduce crime and disorder, increase intelligence for all 

crime types including the ones that effect our 

communities ASB, Fly tipping, Graffiti, vehicle crime 

and motorbikes and fraud. 

£7,000 £2,000

NELC NELC Communication and Engagement
Utilise smarter ways to engage with residents so that 

they feel informed and empowered to take ownership 

for problem solving within their own neighbourhoods. 

£6,120 £5,000

Hull Hull Cycle theft security
Hold citywide free cycle marking and education 

events to build upon the events that we have already 

held to increase the amount of cycles that are marked 

and registered on the national bike register. 

£10,005 £0

Hull Hull Domestic Abuse system Appoint eternal consultats to examine the multi-

agency system response to DA and to recommend 

how the system can respond to increasing demand. 

£25,000 £25,000

NCL NLC Partnership conference This conference will bring together partners across 

North Lincolnshire from Health, Fire, Police, 

Probation, Youth Justice Partnership, Voluntary 

Sector and Housing. 

£5,000 £2,000



NLC NLC Victim - after care support Full assessment would be undertaken with a Victim to 

understand a individuals needs, why they are a repeat 

victim and put referrals into place to support them to 

reduce their reliance on partner agencies. 

£8,000 £2,000

NLC NLC ANPR spikes
Buy 4 ANPR Spike Cameras to be used in hot spot 

locations – these are portable and can be moved to 

keep up with crime types, data and emerging issues

£13,400 £4,000

£198,841


